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1.0 INTRODUCTION

TVA has proposed using Bechtel computer code SASSI to perform soil-structureInteraction (SSI) analysis of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) soil-supportedCategory I structures for the Evaluation (Set B) and New Design or Modification(Set C) Seismic Analysis (Ref. 1). According to Bechtel (TVA consultant), theSASSI code was previously accepted by the staff for the Diablo Canyon NuclearPlant Long Term Seismic Evaluation Program. However, the staff has not yetestablished generic acceptability of the code for application to nuclear plant,licensing. Therefore, the staff determined that review for WBN on a case-by-
case basis Is required.

The review was accomplished through two review meetings that were conducted atthe Bechtel office In San Francisco on April 26, 1989, and on August 11 and 17,1989. During the review meetings, the staff and Its consultant reviewed theBechtel computer code generic verificationlbenchmarking and the plant-specificS5I study for two representative soil-supported WBN structures. At NRC request,Bechtel performed the plant-specific SSI study for the diesel generator building(DGB) and refueling water storage tank (RWST). Both the DGB and RWST are shal-lowly embedded. The two structures differ In material and configuration, andhence differ In dynamic characteristics.

2.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this Safety Evaluation Report Is to document the findings ofthe staff and consultant regarding the technical adequacy of (a) the genericverification of the Bechtel computer code SASSI, and Mb the plant-specificbenchmarking of SASSI code through the SSI study for the DOB and RYST at VBN.0 The findings form the basis for the staff to determine the validity for a case-by-case application of the SASSI code to the Set B and Set C seismic analyses ofthe soil-supported Category I structures at WBN.

coo The plant-specific SSI study was performed for the Set B seismic analysis forthe Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) condition using the mean soil profile. The9-101,three-dimensional (3D coupling effect on structural response due to the threeOQ earthquake components was Included in the study as requested by the staff. The0 technical adequacy of the soil data and structure models of the DCB and RVST asused In the 351 study was not reviewed during the review meetings. Those as-pects of the analysis will be reviewed during the implementation phase of the
Set B and Set C seismic analyses.



3.0, DISCUSSION OF AUDIT FINDINGS

Staff review findings for both the generic and plant-specific validation of the
Bechtel code SASSI are discussed in this section.

3.1 Generic validation of SASSI*Code

For review of the generic verification and benchmarking, the staff and consultantfocused on three areas, namely, the computation of Impedances, wave scatteringand response spectrum. Methods acceptable to the staff and consultant as thebases for the generic validation were those which employed close form solutionor other SSI analysis techniques previously accepted by the staff for the 11-censing of other plants.

Bechtel's SASSI Validation Manual contains twenty validation test problems (Ref.2). The staff and consultant reviewed fifteen of those problems which explicitlyor Implicitly benchmark the Impedance calculation and, where applicable, wavescattering effect due to embedment and/or non-vertical Incident waves. The fif-teen problems are summarized In the following table.

Objectives of Benchmarking

Impedances and SSI response of a building with asurface founded circular base on a uniform halfspace with a vertically Incident seismic wave.

Response of a circular base founded on surface ofa uniform half space and subjected to a verti-
cally Incident pulse.

Impedances and wave scattering for a square surfacefooting on a uniform half space and subjected toInclined Incident -waves.

Impedances of a circular surface footing on alayered half space.

Response of a fully embedded circular footing ona uniform half space subjected to both verticaland horizontal Incident waves.

Impedances of a square surface footing (rigid incenter and flexible at edge) on a uniform half
space.

Impedances of two nearby square surface footings
on a uniform half space.

SSI response of a building with a shallowly em-bedded circular base on a layered half space.

Re ference

Solution

Close form

Close form

Close form

Close Form

Close form

Close form

Close form

Bechtel CLASSIF
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vertical response of a square and flexible footing
at surface of a uniform half space and subjected
to vertical loading on footing.

Impedances of a rigid cubical footing fully em-
bedded at top of a uniform half space.

Scattering response of a rigid massless cylinder
embedded In a surface layer and subjected to ver-
tical Incident S-wave.

Scattering response of a rigid massless cylin .der
fully embedded at top of a uniform half space and
subjected to surface Rayleigh wave.

Vertical compliances of a strip footing on top of
a viscoelastic layered half space.

Vertical compliances of a ring foundation at top
of a uniform half space.

Compliances of a circular footing on top of a
uniform half space.

Cl'ose form

Close form

Close form

Close form

Close form

Close form

Close form

Except for Validation Test Problem No. 9, all test problems that were revieweduse close form solution as the basis for validation and were found acceptable.
In Test Problem No. 9, the solution from the Bechtel CLASSIF code Is based ona surface foundation because embedment cannot be Included In the CLASSIF code.Therefore, the CLASSIF solution In Test Problem No. 9-is approximate. The re-ference solution, though approximate by nature due to the omi~ssion of embedment,
Is sufficient for qualitatively benchmarking the.SASS! solution because thestructure Is only shallowly embedded. The CEJASSIF code theory has been pre-viously accepted by the staff on a case-by-case basis in the licensing review
of some other plants. To assist the staff and consultant in a better under-
standing of the significance of the shallow embedment, Bechtel provided addi-
tional Information which compares the foundation impedances computed with theSASSI code for both the embedded and unembedded conditions (Ref. 2). Based onthe previous CEJASSIF acceptance and the data provided regarding comparative
foundation Impedances, Validation Test Problem No. 9 was considered acceptable.

The Bechtel SASS! Validation Manual does not specifically address-the verifi-
cation of the algorithm for response spectrum computation. Bechtel presented acomparison of the respo~nse spectra computed by SASS! and another Bechtel com-puter code, CE921, for a given acceleration time history of motion (Ref. 4).
The CE921 code was used to generate the new amplified response spectrum (ARS)
for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant and was accepted by the staff (Ref. 8). Thestaff and consultant revi *ewed the response spectrum comparison between SASS!and CE921, and concluded that the SASSI response spectrum computation algorithm
is acceptable.



3.2 Plant-Specific Benchmarki-ng of SASSI Code
According to the plan accepted by the staff during the first review meeting(April 26, 1989), Bechtel would perform an SSI, study for the DGB and RWST basedon the Set B seismic analysis criteria for the SSE condition. The control motionIn free field would be the SSE motion prescribed at the rock outcrop, and themean soil profile would be used. The Bechtel CLASSIF code would be applied tothe generation of the reference solution against which the SASSI solution wouldbe benchmarked. Both the as-built embedded configuration and a hypothetic sur-face-founded configuration would be considered for each structure. Because em-bedment effect cannot be explicitly accounted for by CLASSIF code, the CLASSIFsolution for the embedded condition would be computed in an approximate mannerby using foundation Impedances that are empirically modified from the Impedancesfor the surface-founded condition.
Both structures are essentially shallowly embedded. The DGB Is 135' X 110' Inplan, 32' In height, and supported on a 10'-thick basemat. The finished gradeand the top of basement are at elevations 741' and 742', respectively. With therock foundation at elevation 695', the total thickness of the s oil layers Isabout 46'. Beneath the basemat, the native soil was removed and replaced by a9'-thick layer of crushed stone fill. See Fig. 1 for the EW cross section ofthe DGB and soil foundation (Ref. 5).
The RWST Is 43.5' In diameter and about 44' tall. It Is supported on a 3.7'-thick basemat that Is essentially embedded In the soil, with the finished gradeand top of basemat being at elevations about 728' and 729', respectively. Withthe rock foundation located'at elevation 693', the total thickness of the soillayers Is about 35'. A 12'-thick layer of crushed stone fill replaced thenative soil beneath the basemat. See Fig. 2 for the elevation view of the RWST'and soil foundation (Ref. 6).

The SSE free-field control motion for Set B analysis has a peak acceleration of0.22g and 0.15g in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. It Isdefined as the free-field motion at the rock foundation located at elevation 695'and 693' for the DGB and RWST, respectively. The three components of the free-field control motion used In the study are statistically independent artificialtime histories generated by Bechtel, each having a total duration of 30 seconds.The 5% damping acceleration response spectrum of the EV component of the free-field control motion Is Illustrated In Fig. 3 (Ref. 5). The technical adequacyof the artificial time histories was not covered under the scope of this review.
For each structure, Bechtel first performed a free-field soil response analysiswith the soil column analysis code, SHAKE, to determine the free-field motionat the ground surface (finished grade), e.g., Location A as shown in Fig. 4 Inthe case of the DGB. Fig. 3 provides a spectrum comparison In the EW directionbetween the free-field control motion and surface motion in the case of the DGB.The free-field surface motion was the Input motion for SASSI and CLASSIF codesIn the SSI study for both the hypothetic surface-founded condition and the as-built embedded condition. With simultaneous application of the three componentsof the ground motion to the analysis, the 3D coupling effect on the structuralresponse was accounted for.
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During the second review meeting (August 11 and 17, 1989), Bechtel presented the
results of the SSI study as discussed In-Refs. 5 and 6. For the SASSI analysis,
two cases were run for each structure:

o Case 1 - Hypothetic surface-founded condition, in which the basemat rests
on a hypothetic surface that Is formed by omitting the soil above
the elevation at the bottom of the basemat. For example, Fig. 4
shows the location of the hypothetic ground surface, i.e., Location
C, in the case of the DOB.

o Case 2 - As-built embedded configuration.

For the CLASSIF analysis, four cases were run:

o Case 1 - The same surface-founded condition as the Case 1 for SASSI.
o Case 2 - As-built embedded configuration. Embedment effect was appro-

ximately accounted for by empirically modifying the surface-foun-
dation impedances generated In Case 1, and wave scattering effect
was ignored..

0 Case 3 - Same as Case 2 except that the effect of wave scattering was also
included by using the wave scattering functions generated from the
SASSI Case 2 Analysis.

o Case 4 - Same as Case 3 except that the approximate CLASSIF impedances were
also replaced by t he Impedances generated from the SASSI Case 2
analysis.

As an example, Figs. 5 provides comparison for SASSI Cases I and 2 for the Eli
component of the amplified response spectrum (ARS) at *the center of the DOB roof,
elevation 773.5'. Fig. 6 provides corresponding comparison for the CLASSIF Cases
I through 4.

Review findings by the staff and consultant from the results of the S51 stud y
are discussed In the following:

(1) Bechtel adequately considered the 3D coupling effect on the structure re-
sponse resulting from the rocking and torsion of the building and from the
simultaneous application of the three components of the input ground motion._

(2) For the hypothetic surface-founded condition, the SASSI and CLASSIF so-
lutions are comparable to each other. For example, Fig. 7 shows the ARS
comparison at the center of the DGB roof. In the absence of structural em-
bedment, such close comparison was anticipated according to the theories
of the two codes. Thus the CLASSIF solution provided a plant-specific vali-
dation for the SASSI code in the case of surface-founded structures. The
staff and consultant noted the incompatibility between the ground surface
(e.g., Location A in Fig. 4), on which generation of the free-field Input
motion was based, and the hypothetic surface (e.g., Location C In Fig. 4)
for the SS1 model. However, because the incompatibility is common to both
the SASSI and CLASSIF solutions the review finding regarding the SASSI code
in the case of surface-founded structures remains valid.

(3) For the as-built embedded condition, the solution for SASSI analysis Case 2
compares well to that for CLASSIF analysis Case 4. This was anticipated be-
cause CIJASSIF Case 4 was run using both the impedances and wave scattering
functions that were generated from SASSI Case 2. For example, Fig. 8 shows
the ARS comparison between the two solutions at the center of the DGB roof.



Thus the Solution from CLASSIF Case 4 Provided the SASSI code with a quali-tative benchmarking In the case of embedded structures. In addition, thestaff and consultant noted: (a) comparison between CLASSIF Cases 2 and 3suggested that the empirically modified CLASSIF Impedances are not a goodapproximation to the SASS! Impedances at WBN, and (b) comparison betweenCLASSIF Cases 3 and 4 suggested the wave scatter'ing due to structural embed-ment Is Important at WBN.

(4) Comparing the solutions for SASSI Cases 1 and 2 or CLASSI? Cases 1 and 4Initially suggested that structural embedment has the effect of substan-tially reducing the structural response at WBN. This was especially thecase with the DOB, as illustrated In Fig. 5. The staff and consultant, how-ever, did not expect such a substantial reduction in view of the fact bothstructures are only shallowly embedded. Bechtel Validation Test ProblemNo. 9, which qualitatively benchmarks the SASS! solution for a shallowlyembedded building against a CLASSIF solution for the same building foundedon the ground surface, also Indicates that the shallow embedment need notsubstantially reduce the structural response. in view of the incompat i-
bility between the Input motion and the hypothetic ground surface assumedIn the Case 1 SSI model, as pointed out previously in finding (2), the staffenvisioned that re-runni-ng the Case 1 analysis with the same SSI model anda compatible Input motion will provide a better understanding of the sig-nificance of the structural embedment. The compatible Input motion In thisevent would be the free-field motion computed at the hypothetic surface. Inlieu of such reanalysis with either the SASSI or CLASSIF' code, however, thestaff believed the same purpose would be essentially fulfilled by simplycomparing the free-field motions at Locations A, B, and C as shown In Fig. .4In the case of the DUB, where the motion at Location C would be the compa-tible input motion mention ed previously. Bechtel therefore performed addi-tional soil column analyses with the SHAKE code to compute the EW componentof the motions at Locations B and C for the DGB. in addition, Bechtel ex-tracted the EW translational component of the free-field scattered motionat the foundation, I.e., Location D as shown In Fig. 4, from the SASS! Case2 analysis. Fig. 9 provides a spectrum comparison for the motions at theLocations A, B, C and D (Ref. 5, Appendix A). Around the system frequencyof the SSI model for the DOB, which was estimated to be about 4.5 Hz, thespectrum acceleration of motion C Is much lover than that of motion A. Itsuggests that should Case 1 be re-analyzed with motion C as the Input theresponse of the DGB would not be as high as that with motion A as the Input.That Is, the reduction In structtural response due to the shallow embedmentof the basemat would Indeed be less substantial than as Initially suggested.The Initial concern of the staff and consultant was therefore resolved.

(5) As discussed previously In finding (3), the staff and consultant noted thesignificance of wave scattering on the response of the DUB and RVST due tothe structural embedment. The spectrum comparison for motions A, B and Das shown in-FPig. 9 led to the same observation. As an additional evidence,,Bechtel provided a summary of the results from some published studies onthe responses recorded in and around a l/4-scale containment model duringseveral strong-motion earthquakes (Ref. 7). The scaled model Is located InLotung, Taiwan, and is moderately embedded In a soft soil foundation. Fig.10 Illustrates the vertical cross section of the scaled containment model.Fig. 11 shows the variation of the recorded free-field motions from the sur-face to -4'7m In the ground during one of the earthquakes. The earthquake#
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denoted by Event.LSSTO7, took place on May 20, 1986. Relative to the sur-
face motion,, a reduction in response spectrum Is noticeable at -6m, which
is about the same elevation as that of the bottom of the basemat ,. Reduction
in the NS direction is more pronounced. Fig. 12 provides a spectrum com-
parison for the recorded and computed motions at the top of the basemat for
Event LSSTO7. The computed motion was obtained using the CLASSIF code both
with and without considering the effect of foundation scattering (or kine-
matic interaction). For the case including the effect of wave scattering,
the scattering functions were generated from a SASSI analaysis. Fig. 12
suggests that wave scattering due to the structural embedment Is Important
to the interpretation and correlation of the S51 response recorded in the
containment model. The effect of wave scattering is more pronounced In the
NS direction, which is consistent with the larger reduction In free-field
motion taking place at -6m in the NS direction.

(6) To further assess the SASSI embedded condition solutions, the staff and
consultant compared them to the acceleration responses recorded during
earthquake Event LSST07 at the scaled containment model in Lotung (Refs. 7and 9). The amplification in structural response for both the Lotuing model
and the SASSI analysis models were reviewed. For each structure, zero
period acceleration (ZPA) values at the top of the basemat and the top ofthe structure were compared to the ground surface ZPA value to assess struc-
tural amplification. The Lotung model ZPA values were taken from Ref. 9.
The following table provides the relevant ZPA values.

Structure Direction Ground Surface Top of Structure Top of Basemat

DGB/3ASSI NS 0.5g 0.5g 0.5gCase 2 EW 0.5g 0.5g 0.4g

RWST/SASSI NS 0.5g riot available not available
Case 2 EW 0.5q 1.29 0.5g

Scaled Con- NS 0.21g 0.22g 0.13g
tainment, EW 0.15g 0.20g 0.15g
L SS TO7

For each structure the tabulated ZPA values are typically similar at the
top of the basemat and the ground surface. The reduced ZPA values inthe EW direction for the DGB and in the NS5 direction for the containment
model could, In the opinion of the staff and consultant, be the result ofout-of-phase rocking and translation at the structure bases. Note that
the DGB and the containment model are dynamically similar as both are re-latively stiff reinforced concrete structures. The RWST is a much moreflexible steel structure. As would be expected based on this fundamental
structural characteristic, only little to nominal amplification in ZPA atthe top of the structure is observed from the analysis of the DGB or the
recorded response for the containment model whereas substantial amplifi-cation resulted from the analysis of the RWST. Based on these observations,
the resultant ZPA amplifications for the SASSI solutions and containment
model recorded response are qualitatively consistent thereby providing addi-
tional basis for the staff and consultant to conclude that the SASSI codeappears reasonable for SSI analysis of embedded structures.



Based on findings (1)'through (6) above, the staff and consultant conclude that
the plant-specif~ic benchmarking for the SASSI code Is reasonable. The adequacy
of the artificial time histories of SSE control motion, soil data and structure
models as used In the SSI study was not reviewed during the review meetings.
.Those analysis attributes will be reviewed later when TVA completes the Set B
and Set C seismic analyses.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the findings from two review meetings, the staff concludes that:

(1) Both the generic and plant-specific validation of the Bechtel SASSI code
appear reasonable.

(2) The Blechtel SASSI code Is acceptable on a case-by-case basis for application
to the Set B and Set C seismic analyses of the soil-supported Category I
structures at WBN.
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